Programs to produce high quality dichotic tapes for central auditory testing.
Dichotic stimulation, the simultaneous presentation of two different acoustic signals to the right and left ears, respectively, is used routinely in the clinical assessment of speech lateralization as well as in other central auditory testing procedures in the clinic and laboratory. At present, most researchers and clinicians depend on a few commercial sources for dichotic tapes, because there are a limited number of facilities which are able to produce such tapes. Moreover, some of the commercial tapes currently offered for sale contain important stimulus errors. In the present paper, we describe a general set of programs for the PDP 11 series of computers, which permits sequences of dichotic stimuli to be generated and output with a high degree of precision. These programs therefore allow researchers to generate any desired sequence of dichotic stimulation, for recording and taping, for use in their research. The programs operate in two stages to generate the required dichotic sequences. In the first stage, the constrained random ordering of the stimuli is generated as specified by the user. In the second stage, after the preliminary stimulus preparation has been completed (for example, using a waveform editing package; cf., D.G. Jamieson and D. A. Naugler, Comput. Biomed. Res., 1985, 18, 480), an audio tape is generated with stimuli presented dichotically, with timing and sequencing precisely as specified.